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PROGRAM
ROBERT MACKINTOSH/CHARLES McLEAN
Sonata on Pinkie House

JOHN PLAYFORD
Chestnut / Goddesses / Maiden Lane/ 
Sellinger’s Rownde / Upon a Summer’s Day / Fine 
Companion / Scotch Cap

TURLOUGH O’CAROLAN
Carolan’s Concerto

TRADITIONAL MANX
Sheep Under the Snow / Arrane Sooree / Smuggler’s 
Lullabye / Hie mee Stiagh

TRADITIONAL SCOTTISH
Mackintosh’s Lament

CHARLES McLEAN / HENRY PURCELL
Twas Within A Furlong of Edinburg Town / Hornpipe

TRADITIONAL SCOTTISH / 
MICHAEL FARONELL (1649-1726)
Puirt a Beul / La Folia

TRADITIONAL SCOTTISH
Cruel Mother

HENRY PURCELL
Strike the Viol (instrumental arr.)

TRADITIONAL IRISH
She moved through the fair / Chanter’s Jig / 
Baltighoran

JAMES OSWALD
Hawthorn Sonata

TRADITIONAL WELSH / TRADITIONAL BRETON
Tri a Chwech / Far Away / Suite d’Hanterdro

O'CAROLAN
When She Cam Ben She Bobbit

ABOUT THE MUSIC 
This eclectic mix of repertoire has been gathered over the last 20 years by the violinist Shane Lestideau
throughout her travels of Ireland, Scotland and Brittany. Concentrating on the repertoire of the 18th century, 
it offers a glimpse into a world where Scottish bagpipe music sounds as artful and virtuosic as a violin sonata, 
while the sonatas themselves sound decidedly like a preparation for a Ceilidh! Modal accompaniment shares 
the stage with harmonised bass lines. A song in Scots Gaelic sets the scene for an Italian ‘la folia’. Instruments 
are pinched, bowed and blown out of their comfort zone into a soundscape which is as colourful and vibrant 
as it is ancient.
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS 
The Evergreen Ensemble is dedicated to repertoire, both early and modern, which brings together Folk and 
Art music genres. Historically the two styles have not always been separate and one of the best examples of this 
comes from 18th century Scotland. Throughout 2016 the ensemble has focused on various aspects of the ‘Scot-
tish Baroque’ repertoire; the Italian influence on Scottish violin sonatas, Purcell’s love of highland airs and James 
Oswald’s attempts at harmonising Scottish music for instrumental ensembles. Many musicians throughout history 
have shared a passion for understanding both folk and classical performance practices, sharing techniques from 
both to create a unique musical language. Similarly, each musician who plays with the Evergreen Ensemble brings 
with them some form of bilingual musical experience to offer the program, colouring the repertoire in a playful, 
meaningful and virtuosic way.

Shane Lestideau is a musician with a variety of experiences gathered over every continent of the globe. Fortu-
nate enough to have acquired a parallel education in both classical and folk music in Australia, she then special-
ised in baroque violin with Patrick Bismuth (Paris Conservatoire) and worked with baroque, classical and tradi-
tional music ensembles for a decade in Brittany, France. Since returning to Australia in 2014, she works regularly 
with the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra, the Melbourne Baroque Orchestra, and leads the St John’s Bach 
Orchestra, as well as directing the Evergreen Ensemble.

Anna Webb is a busy chamber musician, specialising in Baroque viola and violin alongside her modern viola 
career. She is a core member of Kegelstatt Ensemble, and appears regularly in Orchestra Seventeen88, Adelaide 
Baroque and Ensemble Galante.

Rosanne Hunt enjoys an eclectic mix of playing (baroque, contemporary, chamber, solo, orchestral) and teach-
ing (all ages and stages form beginner to university level). Key musical influences have been her mother and first 
teacher, Marianne Hunt; youth music opportunities (Melbourne and Australian Youth Orchestras, National Music 
Camps); and her later teachers Dutch cellist Anner Bijlsma, and American pedagogue Irene Sharp. She plays a 
1710 Vincenzo Ruggeri cello generously loaned to her by the family of her late sister, Tanya Prochazka.

Miranda Hill is a bassist, producer and educator with a varied performing career ranging from baroque to elec-
tro-acoustic and everything in between. Artistic director of 3 Shades Black, musical director of Riff Raff Radical 
Marching Band, and a core member of BOLT ensemble, Evergreen Ensemble, theatrebaking duo "The Flying 
Tapirs" and collaborative arts duo "Fine Fine Small Mountain”. 

Matthew Manchester originally from country NSW, is a Sydney-based cornettist and baroque trumpeter. He 
has performed with many of the leading early music ensembles in Australia and the UK, including His Majesty's 
Sagbutts and Cornetts, The Gabrieli Consort, the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra and Ironwood. Whilst living 
and playing in the UK he became interested in the connections between folk and Renaissance music, and now 
performs on a wide variety of instruments which bridge the divide between these styles.

Hannah Lane “rising young star of early harps” (Classic Melbourne, 2014), is a Melbourne-based harpist and 
one of the few Australian exponents of the baroque triple harp (arpa doppia) and the classical single action harp 
(harpe organisée). She particularly enjoys the opportunities for collaboration that continued playing presents and 
has performed with leading Australian early music ensembles including Latitude 37, Ludovico’s Band, Accademia 
Arcadia, the Consort of Melbourne and Consort Eclectus. She also performs regularly in Melbourne with her own 
period instrument ensemble, Ensemble 642, as well for the Australian Chamber Choir and Gloriana Chamber 
Choir and has appeared in concert at the Peninsula Summer Music Festival, the Woodend Winter Arts Festival 
and the Organs of the Ballarat Goldfields Festival.


